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Read this manual carefully for safe usage.

・ This manual appl ies to general purpose equipment. For equipment intended for

use in potential ly explosive atmospheres, see appl icable manuals.

・ This manual contains important information on handl ing, inspect ion and

operat ion of the equipment indicated on the cover page. Before handling the

equipment, read this manual carefully.

・ Instruct ions in documents submitted by Nohken or its representat ive have

higher pr iority than those in this manual.

・ Keep this manual within easy access.

・ Depending on environment, the equipment may not satisfy specif icat ions

shown in this manual . Check the appl icat ion condit ions careful ly beforehand.

・ Please contact our sales off ice for any questions or comments about the

equipment or this manual. Sales off ices are shown on the back of the manual.

Safety Symbols:

WARNING

Means a potential ly hazardous situat ion which,

if necessary precaut ions are not observed, can result

in death, ser ious injury and/or considerable mater ial

damage.

CAUTION
Means a hazardous situat ion which, if necessary

precaut ions are not observed, can result in minor or

moderate injury or damage to the device.

Means prohibited act ions.

Means mandatory actions.
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WARNING

This equipment is NOT intended for use in potent ially hazardous

atmospheres. Never use it where f lammable gas or vapor may be

present. Fai lure to observe this may result in ignit ion of f lammable

gas or vapor, causing disaster.

Do not alter or disassemble the equipment, unless you have been

instructed to do so by Nohken or its representat ive.

Fai lure to observe this may result in:

- malfunction of or damage to the equipment or connected devices;

- ignit ion;

- electr ic shock or user injury.

Turn off the equipment before wir ing or inspect ion. Otherwise

leakage or short circuit may cause ignit ion or electr ic shock.

After wir ing is complete, always check for its correctness. Wrong

wir ing may cause:

- damage to or malfunction of the equipment or connected devices;

- ignit ion;

- electr ic shock or user injury.

Turn off the equipment immediately in case smoke, unusual smells

or sounds are noticed. Do not supply power unti l problems are

solved.

CAUTION

Handle the equipment with care. Do not drop, throw, or give

a strong shock to avoid damage.

Observe operat ion condit ions specif ied in the manual. Use outside

the specif ied condit ions may result in malfunction of or damage to

the equipment or connected devices, ignit ion, user injury, or

electr ic shock.

Perform operation tests before actual appl icat ion to ensure

performance. Install back-up instruments based on different

technologies if fai lure of this equipment is expected to result in

a serious incident.
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CAUTION
Avoid corrosive atmosphere (NH 3 , SO2 , Cl2). Such atmosphere

may enter through the vent tube in the sensor cable and damage

the sensor.

Check careful ly for chemical compatibi l i ty of materials of

construct ion before instal lat ion.

Use the f lange, thread or somewhere close to the process

connection to handle the equipment. Do not use the terminal box

(housing) to avoid dropping the equipment, and resultant damage

to the equipment or user injury.

Always ground the equipment. (Ground resistance: 100Ω max.)

Without grounding, electr ic shock may occur in case excessive

voltage is applied to the housing.

Use lightning arrestors or surge absorbers to prevent:

- malfunction, damage, or ignit ion of the equipment and connected

instruments;

- electr ic shock or injury.
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INTRODUCTION

A) This manual applies to standard models. Please note that information in

this manual may not be applied to customized versions.

B) We are wil l ing to help customers select a suitable model or provide

information about chemical compatibil ity of materials used, but the

customer is responsible for the decisions made.

C) We always welcome suggestions and comments about this manual.

Please contact our sales off ice when you have questions or comments.

D) Component replacement:

The equipment design is regularly reviewed and improved. The same

components therefore may not be available when replacement is required.

In such cases, different components or products may be supplied. Please

contact our sales off ice for detail.

E) The contents of this manual are subject to change without prior notice as

a result of improvement of the equipment.

WARRANTY & DISCLAIMER

A) Nohken warrants the equipment against defect in design or material, and

workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of original

shipment from Nohken’s factory.

B) Nohken wil l not assume liabi l ity for loss nor damage result ing from the

use of the equipment.

C) Nohken wil l not assume liabi l ity for damage result ing from:

C-a) not observing instructions in this manual;

C-b) instal lat ion, wiring, operation, maintenance, inspection, or storing in

a manner not outl ined in this manual;

C-c) unauthorized alterations and repairs;

C-d) the use of or replacement with components not provided by Nohken;

C-e) devices or instrument other than those manufactured by Nohken;

C-f) the use not described in Chapter 1 Purpose of Use of the manual;

C-g) force majeure including, but not limited to, f ire, earthquake, tsunami,

l ightning strike, riot, commotion, war, armed conflict or terrorist

attack, radioact ive pollut ion, act of God, governmental decisions or

actions, and compliance with laws and regulat ions.

THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION DO NO LIMIT YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS.
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1. PURPOSE OF USE
Pressure Transmitter is designed to measure liquid pressure to report level. Do not use the

transmitter for any other purpose. Check for chemical compatibility between the liquid

measured and the wetted materials of the transmitter.

2. DESCRIPTION
This product incorporates a pressure transmitter*, and it detects the liquid pressure. The

transmitter electronics then digitizes the detected pressure, and corrects the digital

signals with regard to linearity and thermal characteristics. The signals are then converted

into analog signals and output in 4 to 20mA current.

The housing has a vent to automatically compensate for changes in atmospheric pressure.

3. SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 Model Code

PKD1□1 □□

code Flange material

S 304 stainless steel

S6 316 stainless steel

P PP

V PVC

HV CPVC

code Accuracy

2 Standard

3 High

* See 11. GLOSSARY.
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3.2 Specifications

Model PKD121□□ PKD131□□

Measured material water, noncorrosive liquids

Electric characteristics

Power supply 24 V DC ±10%

Output signal 4 to 20mA DC, 2 wire

Loop resistance

Gain* x 1 to 6.25, measurement range 5m → 0.8 to 5 m

10m → 1.6 to 10 m

20m → 3.2 to 20 m

50m → 8.0 to 50 m

Operating characteristics

Measurement range 0 to 5, 10, 20, 50 m 0 to 5, 10 m

Accuracy Gain＝1*

±0.2% of span (including

hysteresis* and repeatability*)

Gain≠1

(including hysteresis and

repeatability)

Gain＝1*

±0.1% of span, B.S.L.*,

Zero/span output: ±0.2% of span

Gain≠1

Zero/span output:

Temperature

characteristics
±0.015% of span/℃

Mechanical characteristics

Pressure (static) 2 x maximum range

Environmental

Working temperature Process - S, S6, P, HV: 0 to +70 ℃ / V: 0 to +50 ℃

Ambient - 0 to +50 ℃ (no condensation)

Storage temperature -5 to +50℃

Relative humidity 95% max.

Protection class Process connection - IP68 or equivalent (5MPa static, 2 hours)

Housing – IP65 or equivalent

Material

Wetted parts -S : 304 stainless steel, silicone rubber, FKM, PEEK

-S6: 316 stainless steel, silicone rubber, FKM, PEEK

-P : PP, FKM, PEEK

-V : PVC, FKM, PEEK

-HV: CPVC, FKM, PEEK

Non-wetted parts PVC, PBT

Mounting JIS 10K 50A or equivalent

Cable inlet G 3/4 or equivalent

Mass (approx.) -S, S6: 2.7kg, -P, V, HV: 0.8kg

* See 11. GLOSSARY.
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3.3 Outline Drawing

* See 11. GLOSSARY.
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4. HANDLING NOTES

(1) Do not give a shock to the transmitter, or exceed the rating to avoid damage. Handle the

transmitter with care.

(2) Remove the blue protective tape on the pressure receiver before use.

(3) Do not touch the diaphragm (pressure receiver) directly with a finger or tool.

(4) When mounting the transmitter, make sure the diaphragm will not be subjected to pressure.

(5) Avoid locations such as proximity to inlet where liquid pressure changes suddenly.

(6) Do not close or remove the vent on the housing.

(7) Make the cable to the power supply or other devices as short as possible. Run the cable

at least 50 cm away from power lines, or in a duct to avoid electromagnetic induction.

(8) The transmitter has a protection circuit, but always add a lightning arrester in outdoor

or remote applications where lighting surge affection is expected.

(9) Secure the cover properly to prevent water, dust, or foreign particles from entering the

housing.

(10) Ground the transmitter properly to avoid electric shock or damage from electrostatic

discharge.(Ground resistance: 100 Ω max.)

(11) Protect the housing from rain after installation until wiring is complete.

(12) Avoid storing the transmitter in direct sunlight or damp location. Make sure the transmitter

will not be damages while stored.

(13) Place the transmitter on a dry surface. Water entry may cause insulation failure.

(14) Avoid corrosive atmosphere (NH3, SO2, Cl2). Such atmosphere may penetrate the housing and

damage internal components.
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5. INSTALLATION

CAUTION
Remove the blue protective tape on the pressure receiver before use.

Do not use a solvent based gasket on the process connection. Such

gasket may cause the diaphragm to swell. Swollen diaphragm causes

measurement error.

Figure 5-1 shows an installation example.

(1) Mount the transmitter so that the pressure receiver

is as close to the tank bottom as possible. The

transmitter reads “0 m” for levels below the

pressure receiver.

(2) Make sure the vent is not clogged. Clogged vent will

cause measurement error.

(3) Always install a valve before the transmitter to

prevent the measured material flowing out when the

transmitter is removed.

(4) Do not use the transmitter in a corrosive

atmosphere.

Fig.5-1
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6.WIRING

6.1 Before Wiring

(1) Disconnect power.

WARNING
Disconnect power before wiring, or electric shock may result.

Ignition or short circuit may also result due to leakage or charged

components contacting each other.

(2) Remove the housing cover.

6.2 Wiring

Wire as shown below. Always tighten the screws with a screwdriver. Terminal screws are of

M3.5. Use cable lugs of R1.25-3.5 or equivalent. Maximum torque is 1.0 Nm. Screws will be

loosened due to vibration or temperature changes. Retighten periodically.

Connect the shield to terminal G, and to the ground at the power supply end. Leave terminals

CHECK open except when connecting an ammeter to test output.

CAUTION
Always use shielded cable (recommended: CVV-S, 1.25mm2, 2 core). Do

not run the cable in line with power lines or magnetic switch cabling.

6.3 Cable inlet

Cable inlet is of G3/4.

Secure the cable by tightening the gland with a suitable tool when a cable gland is used,

and using sealing compound when a conduit is used. In either case, lead the cable downwards

in front of the inlet. This is to prevent entry of dust, or rain into the housing. If water

or moisture may enter through the conduit, putty the inside.

6.4 Placing Cover

Remove dust or particles in the housing. Metal particles may cause short-circuit.

Properly tighten the cover. Loose cover may allow water or dust entry that can then cause

corrosion, short-circuit, or measurement error.
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7. PART NAME AND FUNCTION

Trimmer

Slot size: 0.7 mm x 3 mm x 1.7 mm

Tool: precision screwdriver

① Trimmer

Trims the output current. Used with the OFFSET

or GAIN button.

Turning it clockwise increases, and

counterclockwise decreases the value.

② OFFSET button

Used for offset adjustment. Use to increase or decrease the analog output by a fixed amount

without changing the zero/span settings. Up to 4mA can be added or subtracted.

③ GAIN button

Used for gain adjustment. Measurement range can be changed by adjusting the gain.

Adjustable range is from 1 to 6.25. Minimum allowed measurement range is 0.8 meters for

a 5 meter model, wit the gain set to 6.25.

To use this function, at least 16% of the maximum pressure must be applied to the

transmitter. This means that the 5 meter model requires pressure equivalent to 0.8 meter

water level.

Offset range for 5 meter model Gain range for 5 meter model
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8. OPERATION

8.1 Before Operation

(1) Ensure correct wiring before supplying power. Always check for correct polarity and

supplied voltage.

(2) Transmitter is factory calibrated, and ready to start operation right after the zero

and span points are determined. See 8.2 Adjustment if adjustment is required.

(3) Allow 10 minutes for the transmitter to warm up after supplying power before making

adjustment.

(4) When making adjustment, do not disconnect cabling, but connect an ammeter to terminals

CHECK. See Figure 8-1.

Fig. 8-1
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8.2 Adjustment

8.2.1 Overview

Available operations are listed below. Find the one suitable for you situation and refer

to the page shown.

① When material level can be moved to the zero and span points, or equivalent pressure can

be applied:

(1) Zero/Span Calibration ················································Page 10

OFFSET or GAIN buttons are used.

② When material level cannot be moved to the span point, nor equivalent pressure cannot

be applied:

(1) Output Offset ························································Page 12

Output value may require offsetting when, for example, the transmitter is relocated

and does not report correct level.

* The transmitter is factory set to output 4 to 20mA over the measurement range.

(2) Changing Measurement Range ···········································Page 14

The measurement range can be shortened by changing the gain without moving the liquid

level. Gain is adjustable between 1 and 6.25. The minimum measurement range is 0.8

meter for a 5 meter model.

Make sure the level is at least 16% of the maximum range. (water level of 0.8 meters

for a 5 meter model)

③ Other functions

(1) Reset ································································Page 16

The offset setting and span output can be reset to the factory defaults.

This is achieved by turning the trimmer VR to the right end position with both the

OFFSET and SPAN buttons pressed.

(2) Changing Specific Gravity ············································Page 17

Formulae are shown for when measuring a liquid whose specific gravity not 1.0.

NOTE:

The offset and span adjustable range is divided

into 3 ranges for easy adjustment. When increasing

the value, the first turn of the trimmer VR increase

the values in the range ① in the chart on the right,

and then the second turn in the range ②, and the

third turn in the range ③.
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8.2.2 Procedures

① When material level can be moved to the zero and span points, or equivalent pressure can

be applied:

(1) Zero/Span Calibration

Zero and span points are calibrated using OFFSET or GAIN button.

In the example below, the transmitter is set to give 4mA for the zero point, and 20mA

for the span point. Turning the trimmer VR clockwise increases, and counterclockwise

decreases the value.

a) Zero point calibration (OFFSET button used)

Remove the transmitter from the tank, or make sure the transmitter receives atmospheric

pressure.

Description Trimmer and buttons Ammeter (example)

①

Set VR to the center position.

②

Press OFFSET for longer than 1

second.

③

Turn VR clockwise with OFFSET

pressed.

The value will increase.

Turn VR clockwise further with

OFFSET pressed to further

increase the value.

④

Release OFFSET when the

desired value is shown.

* If the value does not

increase with VR fully turned

clockwise, release OFFSET and

repeat from Step 1 onwards.

3.90

3.90

3.90

4.00

4.00
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b) Span point calibration (GAIN button used)

Make sure the liquid is at the span point, or the transmitter receives the equivalent

pressure. Use the desired maximum level or its equivalent pressure if the measurement

range is changed.

Description Trimmer and button Display (example)

①

Set VR to the center position.

②

Press GAIN for longer than 1

second.

③

Turn VR clockwise with GAIN

pressed.

The value will increase.

* If the current value does not

increase with the VR fully

turned clockwise, release the

GAIN button and repeat from

step 1 onwards.

④

Release GAIN when the desired

value is shown.

19.90

19.90

19.90

20.00

20.00
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② When Material level cannot be moved to the span point, nor the equivalent pressure cannot

be applied:

(1) Output Offset

If the output from transmitter does not match the level, set the offset value to add

or subtract from the output. This function is useful when the transmitter is relocated.

The offset value is applied over the full measurement range.

The transmitter is factory calibrated to output 4 to 20 mA over the measurement range.

CAUTION
Output limits are 21mA at the maximum and 3.8mA at the minimum. Note

that high or low level output may be fixed at the limits depending

on the offset value.

Examples:

a) 5 meter model is mounted at 100 mm from the tank bottom, and the tank bottom is the

zero point (4mA).

100 / 5000 (mm) x 16 + 4 = 4.32 (mA DC)

Use the OFFSET button to set the output for empty tank to 4.32 (mA DC)

CAUTION
In this situation, the transmitter will output 4.32mA DC for any level

below the mounting position.
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In the example below, the output is changed from 4.00mA to 4.32mA.

Turning the trimmer VR clockwise increases, and counterclockwise decreases the value.

Description Trimmer and button Display (example)

①

Set VR to the center position.

②

Press OFFSET for longer than 1

second.

③

Turn VR clockwise with OFFSET

pressed.

The value will increase.

Turn VR clockwise further with

OFFSET pressed to further

increase the value.

④

Release OFFSET when the desired

value is shown.

* If the current value does not

increase with VR fully turned

clockwise, release OFFSET and

repeat from step 1 onwards.

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.10

4.32
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(2) Changing Measurement Range

The transmitter is factory set to output 4 to 20mA over the measurement range. This

measurement range can be changed by adjusting the gain.

Gain is adjustable between 1 and 6.25. Make gain adjustment only when the liquid level

is at 16% of the measurement range or higher. This means the liquid level must be 0.8

m or higher for the 5 meter model.

Examples:

a) Output Adjustment (no change in measurement range)

Measure the level, and calculate the value to set using the formula below.

<Formula 1>

(Current level) / (Measurement range) x 16 + 4 = output value (mA)

If the measurement range is 10 m and the current level is 8 m, then the output value

will be:

8m / 10m x 16 + 4 = 16.8 (mA DC)

Set the output to 16.8 mA DC.

b) Changing measurement range from 10 m to 8 m when the current level is 6 m.

When the original measurement range is 10 m and the current level 6 m, the output

will be approximately 13.6 mA.

If the measurement range is changed to 8 m and the current level is at 6 m, the output

will be:

6m / 8m x 16 + 4 = 16 (mA DC)

Set the output to 16 mA DC.

NOTE: Do not exceed the maximum measurement range.
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In the example below, the output is changed from 13.6 to 16 mA DC.

Turning the trimmer VR clockwise increases, and counterclockwise decreases the value.

Description Trimmer and button Display (example)

①

Set VR to the center position.

②

Press GAIN for longer than 1

second.

③

Turn VR clockwise with GAIN

pressed.

The value will increase.

* If the value does not increase

with VR fully turned clockwise,

release OFFSET and repeat from

step 1 onwards.

④

Release GAIN when the desired

value is shown.

13.60

13.60

13.60

14.60

16.00
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③ Other features

(1) Master Reset

Offset and span output settings can be reset to the factory defaults.

Note that reset will be complete when setting the VR to the right end position while

pressing both the OFFSET and SPAN buttons for longer than 10 seconds, and not just

by pressing the two buttons.

Description Trimmer and button

①

Set VR to the center position.

②

Press both OFFSET and GAIN for

longer than 10 seconds.

③

While pressing the two buttons,

turn VR clockwise until it comes

to a stop.

④

The output changes immediately

after the reset is complete.

Release OFFSET and GAIN.
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(2) Changing specific gravity

a) Specific Gravity 1.2

Use the formula below to calculate the maximum pressure. Make sure the maximum

measurement range is not exceeded.

<Formula 2>

Measurement range (m) x 9.807 (m/s2) x Specific gravity = Pressure (kPa)

When the level of this liquid is 10 m, pressure exerted on the transmitter is:

10 x 9.807 x 1.2 = 117.7 kPa

117.7 kPa exceeds the maximum allowed measurement range (100kPa), meaning the

measurement range has to be shortened with this liquid.

With the liquid of specific gravity 1.2, using the formula above, the measurement range

will be:

100 / 9.807 / 1.2 = 8.49 m.

NOTE: Calculate correct pressure value using the formula 2 above before applying

pressure to the transmitter.
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9. MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

(1) Perform maintenance and inspection every half year. Make sure power is supplied to the

transmitter during maintenance.

(2) Empty the tank or dismount the transmitter, and then take a measurement. Check the output

in this state.

Mount the transmitter, and take a measurement. Check the output in this stake.

If the transmitter does not operate as it should, see 8.2 Adjustment and make adjustment.

10.TROUBLESHOOTING

CAUTION
In the event of trouble, perform the following and nothing else.

Contact our sales office for any question.

Table 11-1: Troubleshooting

Trouble Possible cause Corrective action Reference

No output given. Loose wiring. Wire properly. 6. WIRING (p.6)

No power supplied. Supply power. 6. WIRING (p.6)

Wrong polarity. Wire correctly. 6. WIRING (p.6)

Output does not

match the level.

Wrong calibration. Calibrate again. 8. ADJUSTMENT

(p.8)

Changed mounting

position.

Make adjustment. 8. ADJUSTMENT

(p.8)

Changed specific

gravity.

Calibrate again. 8. ADJUSTMENT

(p.8)

Clogged vent. Remove the cause. 4. HANDLING

NOTES (p.4)

Analog output

fluctuates.

Loose wiring. Wire properly. 6. WIRING (p.6)

Surge or noise Avoid proximity to

power lines (≧50cm)

4. HANDLING

NOTES (p.4)

Output maxes out. Short-circuit due to

disconnected cable.

Remove the cause. 4. HANDLING

NOTES (p.4)

Short-circuit due to

foreign matter in the

housing.

Remove the cause. 4. HANDLING

NOTES (p.4)

Gain cannot be

adjusted.

Pressure exerted on the

transmitter is too small.

Apply larger pressure

than 16% of measurement

range.

8. ADJUSTMENT

(p.8)
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11.GLOSSARY

Terms used in this manual are listed below. Those that have already been defined earlier

in this manual are not included.

Semiconductor

pressure transmitter

Silicone element that uses piezoelectricity (electric charge

that accumulates in solid material in response to applied

mechanical stress).

Gain

Factor to change the measurement range over which 4 to 20mA is

output. For example,

If gain is “1”, the set span is 5 m for 5 meter range transmitter.

If gain is “2” for the same transmitter, the measurement range

is halved and set to 2.5 m.

If gain is “6.25”, measurement range will be 1/6.25, which means

0.8 m for 5 meter range transmitter.

Hysteresis Difference between output values for rising and falling levels.

Repeatability
Variation of output values at a point gained by repeatedly

changing the level.

B.S.L (Best Straight

Line)

Straight line which runs through the middle of a set of readings

in such a way to achieve the smallest error across all the

results.

Diaphragm seal

Membrane that delivers liquid pressure to the semiconductor

pressure transmitter.

PKD1□1S, PKD1□1S6 : silicone

PKD1□1P, -1V, -1HV: FKM (silicone oil filled)
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